Equivalent Solution Method for the Analytical Transverse Modal Shape of Hollow Slab Bridges
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Abstract: Hollow slab bridges are the most widely used form of small- and medium-span bridges. The existing research on the dynamic characteristics of hollow slab bridges is mostly based on numerical models, but there is a lack of theoretical analyses of their dynamic characteristics. In this paper, the relationship between the dynamic characteristic parameters and structural parameters of a hollow slab bridge is explored theoretically. Firstly, the solid model of a hollow slab bridge was established, and a modal analysis was carried out on it as a reference. Then, an orthotropic plate was used as an equivalent dynamic analysis model, and the analytical form of the transverse modal shape was deduced based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory. Furthermore, one hinge joint was considered as being equivalent to the elastic support boundary, and the local structure and the equivalent elastic support boundary were used to reflect the transverse modal shape of the original structure. The analysis shows that the influence of hinge joints on the transverse modal shape is mainly reflected in the transmission of bending deformation. Through comparison and verification, the results show that the analytical expression of the transverse modal shape can well describe the low-order transverse modal shape of a hollow slab bridge.
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1. Introduction

With the development of vibration monitoring and detection methods, dynamic characteristic parameters such as frequency, modal shape, and damping of structures, which can reflect the state of structures, are gradually becoming indispensable [1–3]. In China, prefabricated hollow slab bridges are the most widely used among small- and medium-span bridges [4–6]. According to the relevant statistics from the Ministry of Transportation and Communications “Statistical Bulletin on the Development of the Transportation Industry in 2020”, there are 912,800 highway bridges in China, among which there are 786,420 small- and medium-span bridges, accounting for more than 86% of the total number of highway bridges in China. For hollow slab bridges, hinged slab theory is traditionally used to explain the mechanics of hinge joints. “Hinged slab” regards the connection between adjacent slabs as a hinge, which only transmits vertical shear force but not the bending moment. The stress state of the structure is actually close to several parallels and horizontally hinged narrow beams, and the hinge between the beams only transmits vertical shear force, while omitting the transverse bending moment, longitudinal shear force, and normal force. Zhan et al. [7] proposed a simplified analysis method of the transverse distribution coefficients of a highway simply supported by hollow slab bridges based on the hinge slab method in order to make the theoretical calculation of the transverse distribution coefficients of the bridge more consistent with the test results, and
reduce the cost of the static load test. Traditional simplified models generally simplify the lateral connection of the hinge joints based on hinge plate theory and can obtain more accurate results when static checking is carried out. However, when a modal analysis is carried out because hinge plate theory only assumes that the hinge joints transmit shear force, there will be a big error in the calculation of the modal parameters. On the other hand, the analysis of modal parameters, such as the modal shape of a hollow slab bridge, is mostly based on numerical models, and its analytical form lacks the corresponding research, with the contribution of hinge joints to the modal shape also lacking a theoretical explanation. Defining the analytical form of the modal shape of a hollow slab bridge can theoretically reveal the influence of the hinge joints on the vibration characteristics of a hollow slab bridge.

Generally speaking, dynamic characteristic parameters, such as the modal shape of a hollow slab bridge are obtained based on numerical analysis [8,9]. There are many simplified models for finite element modeling. The most used simplified model is the analysis model based on the grillage method [10]. Its modeling idea is to use Euler beam elements to model a single slab girder, while the hinge joint is simulated by a virtual beam with zero mass and infinite stiffness. By releasing the end torsion constraint, it only transmits the shear force between the slab girders. Wen and Dan et al. [11,12] put forward the distributed spring multibeam model as a simplified model for the transverse connection of a hollow slab bridge. Essentially, this is still based on hinged slab theory, but the hinge joints are considered as continuously distributed springs in the longitudinal bridge direction, which only transmit the vertical shear force between the slab girders, with the slab girders and hinge joints being connected by massless rigid arms. In both models, the hinge joint is considered as only transferring the shear force between the slab girders, which is different from the actual stress mode of the hinge joint, so it still has a certain influence on the dynamic characteristics. After Xiang et al. [13] analyzed the stress mode of a hinge joint, the beam element was still used to simulate the single slab girder, and the mechanical model of the hinge joint was equivalent to two springs bearing only transverse tension and compression and a connecting rod bearing only vertical force, that is, the transmission of the bending moment by the hinge joint was considered. Zhang et al. [4] regarded the hollow slab bridge as a thin plate structure and established an equivalent orthotropic plate dynamic analysis model by calculating the longitudinal and transverse mechanical performance parameters of the hollow slab structure, taking the transverse modal shape of the hollow slab bridge as a beam modal shape function with free boundary conditions at both ends.

In this paper, based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory, the analytical form of the transverse modal shape of the assembled hollow slab bridge is solved, which can accurately describe its transverse modal shape. After the hinge joint is equivalent to the elastic support boundary, the lateral modal shape of the local structure is analytically solved, and the local modal shape can match the modal shape of the original structure, thus realizing the analysis of the hinge joint. This paper is developed according to the following structure. Firstly, the structure and mechanical characteristics of the hollow slab bridge are introduced, and the three-dimensional solid model of a hollow slab bridge is established as the reference model. Then, based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory, the analytical form of the modal shape of the hollow slab bridge is solved, the hinge joint is furtherly made equivalent to the elastic support boundary, and the local structure is used to reflect the vibration characteristics of the original structure. Finally, the analytical form of the modal shape is verified based on the reference model.

2. Dynamic Characteristics of Hollow Slab Bridge

As a bridge type that was popularized and applied on a large scale in bridge construction, the hollow slab bridge is the preferred bridge type in small–and–medium–span highway bridges because of its simple appearance, simple structure, convenient construction, and high economic benefits [14,15]. In the following, the geometric structural
characteristics and mechanical characteristics of the hollow slab bridge will be introduced, and the solid three-dimensional model of the hollow slab bridge will be established as the reference model, according to the standard atlas for modal analysis and subsequent comparison. The dynamic characteristic parameter is an important basic parameter reflecting the structure. Because of its relatively high stiffness, the dynamic characteristics of small- and medium-span bridges are less affected by environmental factors, so the change of the structure itself is the main factor of its dynamic characteristics.

2.1. Structure and Mechanical Characteristics

Hollow slab bridge sections belong to slab sections. At present, in the standard drawing of a hollow slab bridge, the standard span of a prestressed hollow slab bridge is 10, 13, 16, and 20 m, and the slab width is 1 m. The slab height will increase with the increase in span, but its building height is still relatively low compared with the span and width of the whole bridge, so it can be regarded as a thin plate structure. The internal hollowing form of the slab girder is mainly a square section, and chamfering is performed at the corner. Multiple slab girders formed by lateral splicing plates contribute to the overall bearing of the vehicle load. Among the slab girders, a hinge joint, as a transverse connection structure, plays a very important role in the formation of the collaborative stress of plate girder bridges. At present, the hinge joint structure in the standard drawing is uniformly designed as a deep hinge joint, which increases the shear area of the hinge joint and improves and optimizes the lateral connection performance of the shallow hinge joint and middle hinge joint in the old design to some extent. During the construction of a prefabricated slab bridge, it is necessary to consider the size of the hinge joint when erecting precast slab girders, reserving working space, and pouring hinge joints on site. Because of the unsynchronized construction between hinge joints and precast slab girders, and the narrow working space of the hinge joint, there is a big difference between them regarding construction quality and bearing capacity, which makes it easy for hinge joints to become a weak link in actual operation [16,17].

Hinge joints are the key structures that affect the bearing capacity and operation safety of a hollow slab bridge. Here, we mainly focus on the influence of the hinge joint structure on the dynamic characteristics of a hollow slab bridge. In the traditional design of a hollow slab bridge, hinge slab theory is often adopted, and the lateral connection of the hinged joints is regarded as a hinge. That is, it is assumed that the hinged joints only form the lateral cooperative working ability between the slabs and beams by transferring shear force, while the hinged joints are subjected to the combined action of compound stress in actual operation, so there are some differences between the theoretical design of traditional hinged joints and their real working conditions. On the other hand, only hinge joints are regarded as hinges, and in terms of force transmission, they mainly transmit the shear force between the slabs; in terms of deformation, the transverse deformation is considered as shear deformation, while the transverse vibration of the hollow slab bridge is described more as a bending vibration. Therefore, when considering the transverse dynamic characteristics of a hollow slab bridge, the contribution of hinge joints to the transverse bending of the hollow slab bridge should be further considered. When the main beam of a hollow slab bridge is regarded as a thin plate structure (because of the difference in longitudinal and transverse bridge structures), the bending stiffness of the hollow slab bridge in two directions is different, meaning that the elastic characteristics in the longitudinal and transverse directions are different, so it can be regarded as an orthotropic plate [4].

Although different simplified models have different considerations for lateral connection, the simplified treatment method of a multibeam connection cannot fully reflect the structural and mechanical characteristics of a hollow slab bridge, while the solid model can fully reflect the hollow slab bridge in terms of structure and can obtain more accurate analysis results. Therefore, this paper will adopt solid model modeling as the reference model for a hollow slab bridge.
2.2. Reference Model

According to “General Drawings of Highway Bridges”, which was issued by the Ministry of Communications, the standard design drawings of prestressed hollow slabs are used to establish the hollow slab bridge with a standard span of 13 m and a bridge width of 16 m as the solid reference model. The detailed dimensions of the slab are shown in Figures 1a,b, and the cross-section is shown in Figure 1c. The transverse direction of the hollow slab bridge is composed of hinge joints numbered ①–⑮, as shown in Figure 1c and the 16 hollow slabs.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** The transverse section of a prefabricated girder and hollow slab bridge (unit: mm): (a) section of side girder; (b) section of middle girder; (c) cross section

The precast hollow slab, hinge joint, and the cast-in-place layer of the bridge deck are made of C50 concrete with an elastic modulus of $E = 34.5 \text{ GN/m}^2$, a density of $\rho = 2600 \text{ kg/m}^3$, and a Poisson’s ratio of $\nu = 0.20$. The three-dimensional solid model of a hollow slab bridge was established in ANSYS software, and its geometric model is shown in Figure 2a. A SOLID45 solid element was adopted, with horizontal and vertical dimensions of 0.06 m and 0.2 m, respectively, and the boundary conditions at both ends are simply supported. For the convenience of modeling and meshing, the modeling of the side plate is simplified, as is shown in Figure 2, meaning that the cantilever part of the side plate is not modeled. Modal analysis was carried out on the reference model, and the first six-order frequency and modal shape cloud shown in Figure 3 was obtained. The following discussion of the modal shapes is based on this reference model.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** The model of a hollow slab bridge: (a) geometric model; (b) finite element model.
In analysis, the dynamic characteristics of the hollow slab bridge mainly uses a numerical model for analysis, but this seldom studies its vibration characteristics through theoretical methods. In the following, the equivalent modal shape of a hollow slab bridge will be deduced from the theoretical level, and through its equivalent model, the analytical expression of its transverse modal shape will be solved by using Kirchhoff thin plate theory.

3. Analytical Solution of the Modal Shape of a Hollow Slab Bridge

3.1. Dynamic Equivalent Model

Because of the internal hollowing out, the hollow slab bridge is not as continuous as the beam with equal section, so it is difficult to directly solve its transverse modal shape. Therefore, it is necessary to simplify and equivalent it in a certain way. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the orthotropic plate model will be used to equivalent the dynamic characteristics of hollow slab bridge in this paper. Based on thin plate vibration theory, the modal shape equation [18,19], corresponding to the free vibration of orthotropic plates, is

$$\frac{D_x}{\alpha^2} \frac{\partial^4 W_{mn}}{\partial x^4} + 2D_y \frac{\partial^4 W_{mn}}{\partial x^2 \partial y^2} + 2D_z \frac{\partial^4 W_{mn}}{\partial y^4} - \rho h \omega^2 W_{mn} = 0$$

where $W_{mn}$ is the mode shape function, which is usually set as $W_{mn}(x,y) = \sin \frac{m\pi x}{a} \times \Phi_{mn}(y)$ for Lévy thin plates [20] with simply supported and free edges, $a$ is the length of the plate in the $x$ direction, and $m$ is a positive integer; $D_x$ and $D_y$ are the bending stiffness in the $x$ and $y$ directions, respectively, $D_z = \nu \nu D_x + 2D_z$, and $D_z$ is the torsional stiffness, $\nu$ is the Poisson’s ratio of the material; $\rho$ and $h$ are the density and height of the orthotropic plates, respectively; $\omega_{mn}$ is the natural circular frequency.

For the above mentioned reference model (hollow slab bridge), the equivalent parameters are calculated as follows. The three stiffness parameters are $D_x = 0.85 \text{GN} \cdot \text{m}^2$, $D_y = 0.706 \text{GN} \cdot \text{m}^2$, and $D_z = 0.343 \text{GN} \cdot \text{m}^2$ based on the theory of orthotropic plates, its equivalent material properties are $E_x = E = 34.5 \text{GN/m}^2$, $E_y = 28.6 \text{GN/m}^2$, $G_{xy} = 14.4 \text{GN/m}^2$, $\nu_{xy} = 0.200$, and $\nu_{yy} = 0.166$, with an equivalent density of $\rho_{eq} = 1814 \text{kg/m}^3$; The equivalent geometric dimensions are $h_{eq} = 0.659 \text{m}$ and the board length, $a$, and width, $b$, are the same as the original structure. The equivalent model is also established in ANSYS with SOLID45 solid element, and its geometric model is shown in Figure 4. Modal analysis was carried out on the equivalent model, and the first six-order frequencies and modal shape clouds were obtained, as shown in Figure 5.
Comparing the modal shapes of Figures 3 and 5, it can be seen, intuitively, that the modal shapes of each order of the equivalent model and the reference model are similar, and it can be preliminarily concluded that the equivalent model can accurately reflect the dynamic characteristics of the solid model of a hollow slab bridge. The whole modal shapes of each order can be regarded as a combination of longitudinal and transverse bridge modal shapes. The longitudinal boundary condition of the bridge is simply supported at both ends, and the longitudinal modal shape of the bridge is similar to that of the simply supported beam. The transverse boundary condition of the bridge is that both ends are free, and the first two transverse modes are mainly the overall translational and rotational modes, followed by the transverse bending mode.

According to Equation (1), it can be seen that the mode function is mainly determined by three stiffness parameters and three material parameters, so whether the equivalent model can reflect the vibration characteristics of the hollow slab bridge depends on the calculation of several equivalent parameters. The key point of equivalence is to calculate the moment of inertia of the unit length section in the longitudinal and transverse directions of the main beam and the torsion constant of the longitudinal section. The specific calculation method has been introduced in detail in the existing literature and textbooks about the vibration theory of plates and shells [21], so it will not be repeated here. The transverse modal shape function of the equivalent model is theoretically deduced by Kirchhoff thin plate theory, and the analytical solution of the equivalent modal shape function of the hollow slab bridge is obtained.

3.2. Analytical Solution of Modal Shape

Equation (1) is a fourth-order partial differential equation with constant coefficients. When its Lévy type solution is considered, Equation (1) can be reformulated as a fourth-order constant coefficient differential equation of the transverse modal shape [22], as follows.
The general solution of this equation, meaning the general form of the transverse mode function \( \Phi_{mn}(y) \), can be expressed as

\[
\Phi_{mn}(y) = A_{mn} \cosh \frac{\theta_{mn} y}{a} + A_{mn} \sinh \frac{\theta_{mn} y}{a} + A_{mn} \cos \frac{\vartheta_{mn} y}{a} + A_{mn} \sin \frac{\vartheta_{mn} y}{a}
\]

(3)

where \( A_{mn}, A_{mn}, A_{mn}, \) and \( A_{mn} \) are the four constant coefficients determined by the four boundary conditions; \( \theta_{mn} \) and \( \vartheta_{mn} \) are the frequency coefficients which are given by the following formula.

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta_{mn} &= \frac{m \pi}{\sqrt{D_y}} \sqrt{D_{eq} + \left[ D_{eq}^2 - D_y D_{eq} + \frac{\rho h D_y a^4 \omega_{mn}^2}{m^4 \pi^4} \right]} \\
\vartheta_{mn} &= \frac{m \pi}{\sqrt{D_y}} \sqrt{D_{eq} - \left[ D_{eq}^2 - D_y D_{eq} + \frac{\rho h D_y a^4 \omega_{mn}^2}{m^4 \pi^4} \right]}
\end{align*}
\]

(4)

According to Kirchhoff thin plate theory, the relationship between the four constant coefficients is obtained by solving the boundary conditions, and the analytical formula \( \Phi_{mn}(y) \) is as follows.

\[
\Phi_{mn}(y) = \frac{\beta_{mn} \cosh \frac{\theta_{mn} y}{a} + \alpha_{mn} \cos \frac{\vartheta_{mn} y}{a}}{\alpha_{mn} \beta_{mn} (\cosh \Gamma - \cos \Gamma')} \frac{\theta_{mn} \cosh \frac{\theta_{mn} y}{a} + \vartheta_{mn} \sin \frac{\vartheta_{mn} y}{a}}{\vartheta_{mn} \sinh \Gamma - \theta_{mn} \beta_{mn} \sin \Gamma'}
\]

(5)

with

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_{mn} &= \left( \theta_{mn}^2 - m^2 \pi^2 \nu_y \right) D_y \\
\beta_{mn} &= \left( \vartheta_{mn}^2 + m^2 \pi^2 \nu_y \right) D_y \\
\Gamma &= \frac{\theta_{mn} b}{a} \\
\Gamma' &= \frac{\vartheta_{mn} b}{a}
\end{align*}
\]

(6)

For the frequency \( (\omega_{mn}) \), the frequency equation can be obtained according to the boundary condition equation, but it is a transcendental equation, so the exact analytical expression cannot be directly solved. The approximate frequency solution can be solved based on the Rayleigh method [23], which has been introduced in detail in many pieces of literature; therefore, the detailed derivation is not carried out here.

3.3. Equivalent Boundary of Hinge Joint

As an important part of the hollow slab bridge, the whole structure can’t reflect the function of the hinge joints well when a single hinge joint is considered. Therefore, the hinge joint is further made equivalent. Similar to the equivalence of the transverse connection of the hinge joints in the previous part, if it is equivalent to the elastic connection between the slab girders, the workload of the solution will be heavy. Therefore, the hinge joint is equivalent to the elastic support boundary here. As shown in Figure 6, the original orthotropic plate is equivalent to two plates with elastic support boundaries, meaning that only the set of boundary conditions needs to be updated to obtain the analytical solution.
of the transverse modal shapes so that the equivalent local structure can reflect the vibration characteristics of the original structure.

Based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory, the equivalent elastic boundary condition at the hinge joint position \( y = \eta \) and the free boundary condition at the hinge joint position \( y = 0 \) are considered for “plate L” without losing generality, as follows.

\[
M_{mn}^i = -D_j \left( \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}^L}{\partial y_j^2} + v_{yy} \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}^L}{\partial x_i^2} \right) = K \frac{\partial W_{mn}^L}{\partial y_i}, \quad \text{Elastic supported edge } (y_i = \eta)
\]

\[
V_{mn}^i = - D_j \left( \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}^L}{\partial y_j^2} + v_{yy} \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}^L}{\partial x_i^2} \right) = -kW_{mn}^L, \quad \text{Free edge } (y_i = 0)
\]

where \( M_{mn}^i \) and \( V_{mn}^i \) are the equivalent bending moment and equivalent combined shear force at the boundary, respectively; \( K \) and \( k \) are the elastic embedded spring stiffness and the elastic shear spring stiffness, respectively, which are equivalent to the hinge joints; \( W_{mn}^L \) is the mode function of “plate L”: \( W_{mn}^L(x_i, y_i) = \sin \frac{m\pi x_i}{a} \times \Phi_{mn}(y_i) \).

Thereby obtaining the characteristic equation, as follows.

\[
\begin{vmatrix}
\alpha_{mn} & 0 & -\beta_{mn} & 0 \\
\theta_{mn} \sinh \Pi + \alpha_{mn} \cosh \Pi & K \theta_{mn} \cosh \Pi + \alpha_{mn} \sinh \Pi & -K \theta_{mn} \sinh \Pi' + \beta_{mn} \cosh \Pi' & 0 \\
k \alpha_{mn} \cosh \Pi - \theta_{mn} \beta_{mn} \sinh \Pi & k \alpha_{mn} \sinh \Pi - \theta_{mn} \beta_{mn} \cosh \Pi & k \beta_{mn} \cosh \Pi' - \theta_{mn} \alpha_{mn} \sinh \Pi' & k \beta_{mn} \sinh \Pi' + \theta_{mn} \alpha_{mn} \cosh \Pi'
\end{vmatrix} = 0
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pi &= \frac{\theta_{mn} \eta}{a} \\
\Pi' &= \frac{\theta_{mn} \eta}{a}
\end{align*}
\]

According to Equation (10), the analytical form of the transverse mode function \( \Phi_{mn}^i(y_i) \) is obtained as follows.
\[ \Phi_{mn}^l(y) = \beta_{mn} \cos \frac{m_1}{a} + \alpha_{mn} \sin \frac{m_1}{a} - \beta_{mn} (K\alpha_{mn} \sin \Pi + \alpha_{mn} \cos \Pi) + \alpha_{mn} (K\beta_{mn} \sin \Pi' + \beta_{mn} \cos \Pi') + \frac{\theta_{mn} \alpha_{mn}}{a} \sin \frac{m_1}{a} \sin \Pi + \frac{\theta_{mn} \beta_{mn}}{a} \sin \frac{m_1}{a} \sin \Pi' \]

(12)

It can be seen from the \( \Phi_{mn}^l(y) \) that the contribution of the hinge joints is mainly the transmission of the bending deformation. The precision of the initial value of the spring parameter corresponding to the hinge joint affects whether the modal shape of the local plate is consistent with that of the original structure. Considering the equivalent elastic boundary condition, the expression of the internal force at the position corresponding to the hinge joint of the original structure is the same. Therefore, the equivalent spring stiffness is calculated by calculating the bending moment and shear internal force at the hinge joint of the original structure, and its calculation formula is as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
M_y &= -D_y \left( \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}}{\partial y^2} + v_y \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}}{\partial x^2} \right) = -K \frac{\partial W_{mn}}{\partial y} \\
V_y &= -D_y \left( \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}}{\partial y^2} + (v_y D_y + 4 D_y y) \frac{\partial^2 W_{mn}}{\partial x^2 \partial y} \right) = k W_{mn}
\end{align*}
\]

(13)

Formula \( W_{mn} (x, y) = \sin \frac{m\pi x}{a} \times \Phi_{mn} (y) \) and Equation (5) are substituted into Equation (13), taking \( (x, y) = \left( \frac{a}{2}, \eta \right) \) to get the following formula.

\[
\begin{align*}
K &= D_y \left[ \frac{\Phi_{mn}^1(\eta)}{\Phi_{mn}^1(\eta)} - \frac{m^2 \pi^2 v_y}{a^2} \Phi_{mn}^2(\eta) \right] \sin \frac{m\pi}{2} \\
k &= -D_y \left[ \frac{\Phi_{mn}^1(\eta)}{\Phi_{mn}^1(\eta)} - \frac{m^2 \pi^2 (v_y D_y + 4 D_y y) \Phi_{mn}^2(\eta)}{a^2 D_y} \right] \Phi_{mn}^2(\eta) \sin \frac{m\pi}{2}
\end{align*}
\]

(14)

where \( \Phi_{mn}^1(\eta) \), \( \Phi_{mn}^2(\eta) \), and \( \Phi_{mn}^2(\eta) \) are the values of the first, second, and third derivatives of \( \Phi_{mn}(y) \) at \( y = \eta \), respectively. The equivalent elastic support boundary condition is a set of corresponding spring stiffnesses, which is not equivalent to the physical elastic support boundary.

Equation (14) is substituted into Equation (12), and the analytical solution of the equivalent transverse modal shape under the elastic boundary condition of “plate L” can be obtained. For “plate R”, through the same analysis process, the analytical solution of its equivalent transverse modal shape \( \Phi_{mn}^l(y) \) can be obtained. Then, the transverse modal shape \( \Phi_{mn}(y) \) of the original structure is obtained by combining \( \Phi_{mn}^l (y) \) and \( \Phi_{mn}^l (y) \) according to the overall coordinates. The following numerical model will be used for comparison and verification.

4. Discussion

4.1. Modal Analysis Results

It can be seen from the first six modes of the reference model and the equivalent model established in the previous part that the first six overall modes only contain the fourth transverse modal shapes. Therefore, the transverse modal shapes represented by \( n = 1 \sim 4 \) at the mid-span section of the longitudinal bridge are mainly compared in the
following section. Table 1 shows the reference model, the equivalent model, and the frequencies and errors of the first four transverse modal shapes calculated based on the Rayleigh method. It can be seen that the frequency errors of the equivalent model and the reference model are small, meaning that the equivalent model can better reflect the modal shapes of hollow slab bridges; however, based on the approximate frequency calculated by the Rayleigh method, the error corresponding to the low order is small. When the order is relatively high, the error of the transverse modal shapes assumed by the beam function method and the transverse modal shapes of the orthotropic plate gradually increases.

Table 1. The calculation frequencies and error of the three methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Number</th>
<th>Order of Longitudinal Direction</th>
<th>Order of Transverse Direction</th>
<th>Reference Model</th>
<th>Equivalent Model</th>
<th>Rayleigh Method</th>
<th>$\Delta = \frac{f - f_r}{f_r} \times 100%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>0.94% 0.77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.87</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>10.52</td>
<td>2.52% 3.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.17</td>
<td>19.98</td>
<td>20.07</td>
<td>0.98% 0.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35.94</td>
<td>37.63</td>
<td>38.14</td>
<td>−4.72% −6.12%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7 compares the analytical solutions of the first four transverse modal shapes calculated based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory, with the numerical solutions of the reference model and the equivalent model. For the first four transverse modes, whether it is the first translational mode, the second rotational mode, or the bending mode, the error between the analytical solution and the numerical solution is very small. So, the equivalent model and its analytical solution can also accurately reflect the low-order modal shapes of a hollow slab bridge.

Figure 7. Transverse modal shapes comparison: (a) Mode 1, $n = 1$; (b) Mode 2, $n = 2$; (c) Mode 3, $n = 3$; (d) Mode 6, $n = 4$. 
The comparison between the numerical results of the two important dynamic characteristic parameters, frequency and mode shape, shows that the equivalent model can accurately reflect the vibration characteristics of the solid model of a hollow slab bridge.

4.2. Modal Shape Verification under Elastic Boundary

When the hinge joint is equivalent to the elastic support boundary, Figures 8–12 show the comparison between the first four transverse modal shapes of “plate L” and “plate R” and the first four transverse modal shapes of the original orthotropic plate structure. Figure 8 shows the modal shapes of “plate L” and “plate R” when the hinge joint at the center of the cross-section is equivalent to the elastic support boundary. It can be seen that the equivalent modal shapes are in good agreement with the original modal shapes. At this time, because the two plates are symmetrical, it is a special case, and it is necessary to verify the equivalence of the hinge joints at other positions.

Figure 8. Comparison of the first four transverse modal shapes: hinge position $\eta = 8$ m: (a) Mode 1, $n = 1$; (b) Mode 2, $n = 2$; (c) Mode 3, $n = 3$; (d) Mode 6, $n = 4$.

Figure 9. Comparison of the first four transverse modal shapes: hinge position $\eta = 9$ m: (a) Mode 1, $n = 1$; (b) Mode 2, $n = 2$; (c) Mode 3, $n = 3$; (d) Mode 6, $n = 4$. 
Figure 10. Comparison of the first four transverse modal shapes: hinge position $\eta = 11$ m: (a) Mode 1, $n = 1$; (b) Mode 2, $n = 2$; (c) Mode 3, $n = 3$; (d) Mode 6, $n = 4$.

Figure 11. Comparison of the first four transverse modal shapes: hinge position $\eta = 13$ m: (a) Mode 1, $n = 1$; (b) Mode 2, $n = 2$; (c) Mode 3, $n = 3$; (d) Mode 6, $n = 4$.

Figure 12. Comparison of the first four transverse modal shapes: hinge position $\eta = 15$ m: (a) Mode 1, $n = 1$; (b) Mode 2, $n = 2$; (c) Mode 3, $n = 3$; (d) Mode 6, $n = 4$.

It can be seen from Figures 9–12 that the local modal shapes represented by “plate L” and “plate R” can also well match the modal shapes of the original structure when considering a setting of equivalent elastic boundaries at different positions. When the elastic boundary and the free boundary gradually approach, the error of the local modal shape will be relatively larger than that when $\eta = 8$ m, but it can still match the overall modal shape. The above verification shows that the theoretical model can well describe the transverse modal shape of a hollow slab bridge and realize the independent consideration of the hinge joints.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, an orthotropic plate was applied to the dynamic equivalence of a prefabricated hollow slab bridge, and the analytical form of the equivalent transverse modal shape of a hollow slab bridge was solved based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory. The hinge joint is equivalent to the elastic support boundary; it was verified that the local structure could reflect the vibration characteristics of the original structure by solving the transverse modal shape of the plate with the elastic boundary. Through theoretical analysis and numerical verification, the following conclusions were obtained.
1. By comparing the results of the solid model, equivalent model, and the theoretical calculation of the hollow slab bridge, the relative error of the first six frequencies was less than 5%, and the coincidence degree of the first four transverse modal shapes was very high, which indicates that the equivalent model can accurately reflect the vibration characteristics of a solid model of a hollow slab bridge; the analytical solution based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory can also accurately describe the first four transverse modal shapes;

2. The original structure is divided into two plates with elastic supporting boundaries and considering the hinge joints as the elastic boundary conditions. By solving the analytical form of the transverse modal shapes of the plate structure (simply with supported edges, free edges, and elastic supported edges) and comparing them with the transverse modal shapes of the original structure, it was verified that the local structure, with an equivalent elastic support boundary of the hinge joints, can reflect the modal shape of the original structure, indicating that the partial structure with an elastic support boundary can be used to study the hinge joints;

3. The analytical solution of the mode shape of an orthotropic plate with an elastic support boundary shows that its transverse mode shape is mainly contributed to by the equivalent elastic embedded spring, and the influence of the elastic shear spring on the transverse mode shape can be neglected;

4. When the location selection of the elastic support boundary (equivalent to the hinge joint) makes the transverse size of one of the local structures too small, it no longer meets the requirement of thin plates, yet the analytical solution of the transverse modal shape obtained based on Kirchhoff thin plate theory can still well match the modal shape of the original structure.

For the method mentioned in this paper, the hollow slab bridge under study was not damaged. Further, for a hollow slab bridge with hinge joint damage (since the modal parameters reflect the structural condition), the proposed method can analyze the damaged hinge joints and then theoretically analyze the effect of hinge joint damage on the transverse mode of the hollow slab bridge.
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